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NEW ZEALAND GREEN BRAND ECOSTORE LANDS ON SINGAPORE SHORES 

Brand advocate for healthy living spreads its reach to Asia, official launch in Singapore 
 
Singapore, November 24, 2015 – New Zealand brand ecostore is proud to present “Eco & Chill”, a media 
event to be held on the evening of 10th December 2015 at the Arts House. The event will reveal how 
easy and pleasurable it is to make a difference to your health and the environment with ecostore. 
Among those invited are healthy lifestyle advocates, social influencers and the media. 
   
Ecostore’s health-comes-first approach means their products are made from ingredients that are safer 
for you, without toxic and unnecessary chemicals. You will be surprised with the amount of harm that 
can be found in the chemicals used in our daily household products. We will also explain how ecostore is 
kinder to our planet, and how our products are made with respect and care for the environment. 
 
Guests can expect great food, interactive games and attractive prizes in a casual and friendly 
atmosphere. Not to mention, a unique ecostore press kit that includes ecostore products for you to 
bring home and experience firsthand. 
 
Ecostore was started by entrepreneur, author and sustainability leader, Malcolm Rands and his wife 
Melanie, in the basement of their home in an eco-village in New Zealand in 1993. Since then, they have 
established themselves as the preferred eco brand in New Zealand and Australia. Partnering with 
esteemed local distributor, Melbourne Drugs Pte Ltd, ecostore products are now available in all Cold 
Storage and selected NTUC outlets.  
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Ecostore is a New Zealand-based brand that manufactures plant and mineral-based home, body and 

baby care products with no nasty chemicals, making them healthier and safer for you and the planet. 

Ecostore prides itself with its precautionary, no compromise, and value for money approach. If there is 

any doubt about the safety of an ingredient, we always find a safer alternative. 

Website: www.ecostore.sg  
 
Melbourne Drugs Pte Ltd is a turnkey solutions provider for overseas principals looking to commercialize 
their beauty, personal care and consumer healthcare brands in Singapore. We provide the full suite of 
services from warehousing & distribution to sales & marketing.  
 
Website: www.melbournedrugs.com  
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If you would like more information about this media event, please contact Azli at 9026 9842 or email at 
norazli@saltcreatives.com. 
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